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Strengths-
1. Structure is followed in IBC approach in maximum question
2. Good command over introduction and ethical keywords
3. Have sufficient points just use them in an contextual manner.
4. Handwriting is very legible
Weakness-
1. Explaining the keywords without developing the interlinkages at many places
2. Some gaps are there on concepts and explaination- especially in statement based questions
3. Focus is on explaination leading to overexplaination and less number of points
4. Write more examples to substantiate the points you have made
5. Maintain the word limit
6. Work on forwarding more prudent conclusion



Positives
good understanding of the subject
writing to the points answers
Good usage of ethical keywords and concepts
Negatives
Lack of understanding of demand of question in some places
Lack of explaination in ethical issues and dilemmas
Less no of points in critcal analysis
Work on the presentation part. Mention the critical evaluation in tabular form
Write conclusion in every answer



Instead of purpose
could have written why
war is considered
unetical or the two
school of thought on this

only dealing with war
ethics and not ehics of war

Lack of understanding
of the concepts.
Ethics of war deals with
the debate before war and
it is war ethics which delas
with ethical standards to be
adhered to during war

Good content and approach



Could have concluded by saying
that war in certain condition is unavoidable
so following war ethics leaves room for amicable
reconcilliation in future

Mention some
example of ethical war
such as Indian war of
Independence, Mahabharata
and unetical war as the present
Ukraine russai war

Could have mentioned
that the school dealing with
moral realism(Machiavelli)
also says that war should be the
last option

Leave space for
conclusion

3.5



Good introductin
but focus on digital space
proliferation

You have written
consequeces of
virtual space.
rather you had to
write how there has
been a change in the
socialisation
of children from earlier times

Good interlinkage 
drawn between 
digitization and socialization



Give some prove that
virtual space has
led to reduction to
social space.
3 agencies of socialization
family, society and labor
have alsobecome vitualized

good points
but try to present
both sides of the story
by mentioning both the
positive and negative
consequences

Conclusion should be
on how to mitigate or
minimize the negative
consequences and the
need to be not
apprehensive
of virtual world but embrace
it and sove the lacunaes

good forward looking conclusion

4



Focus on all the
aspects
lateral entry, contracting out
and AGNIPATH

focus more on
analysing the short–term contractual
employment in the public sector

lack of interlinkage of
all the three concepts
and not focusing on
philosophy of question

introduction should be\
based on defining what work
culture is and how there
is an indifferent attitude
towards it in the public service
forcing government to look
out for other measures



Focus specifically
on the dimensions asked...

Conclusion should try to balane
out both the school of thought.
Can mention that thsi short term
employment as a suuplement and not
an alternative to the entire human resource
practice for solving the lacuneas present
in the work culture of public offices

Not focused on the 
parameters asked...

4



If you define any term,
make it more targeted

Give some examples
such as CWG scam
and some other to progve the
point

No need to mention
this as not asked

Good examples but also explain
how it is relevant....



Focus on the fact
that corruption has
both tangible or material
loss in form of theft and
intangible or moral loss in
term of breach of trust

This could have been
avoided. Rather focus on
how it is both a theft and
breach of trust

Increase in corruption
leads to loss in
legitimacy of government
and may lead to anarchy.
Concluding can mention
Kautilya and ARC that
talk about takling corruption
as it ensures survival of state

3.5



lack of understanding
or incomplete understanding.
Selflesness for other the end
is important but the one
who is selfless it is reduntant

Not written why it
is highest virtue.
Lack of understanding
and content.
Refer to model answer

Good approach of
starting with definition



Could give some
philosophical reference
of Gandhi, Kant
and How also NOLAN
committee first virtue is
selflessness

Good to the point
answer.
Just work on
the conclusion part where
you can suggest some
measures how
selflesness can be
induced in civil services

Justification
also required that in
today's world if we
do not promote selflessness
and very difficult to
promote public go

4



Good analysis

try to write the
exact philosop-hy of
KANT and not some
general statements based
on your understanding

Write the meaning of
the statement that
people should be
interacted with ulterior motive
but on basis of thier
virtue of being humans

Not only relevance but
relevance in contemporary times



Good point but you have
to interlink with the basic
premise of the question
that is people as means

Conclude on the
lines that human conduct is
guided by other standards
of behaviour

Conclusion is not satisfactory.
Work on it try to propse some
solutions or be forward looking4.5



Good analysis .
Also focus why truthful
living is higher as it
is difficult ot practice
truth and easier to know one

focus on what
Nanak meant by the
lines he soke and then
give further analysis



Lack of understanding.
Truthful living simply
leaving living by the realized truth

Can bring home the point
that everyone knows what
is right and what is wrong but
the problem is that they are not
able to do the right and stop oneself from
doing the wrong....

5



Explain in brief that
what do you understand from the
following points



Do not take an
example oriented
approach.

Give analysis and then
give example substantiating the same

Can mention the purusharthas
and ashram system where
utmost importance given to
spiritual upliftment...

Good forward looking conclusion used

4



Introduce by
defining the corporate
governance and then
explain its meaning
as per the question

Don not explain
or make your answer
example centric

Focus on how corporate
governance Balance between
economic and social goals and
Balance between Individual
and communal goals



Conclusion can be
based on giving
a way forward that
corporates should
follow SOCIAL
UTILITARIAN OBJECTIVE
that what is good for
society is good for
the company

4.5



Give more targeted
and exact definition
and not based on your
general underdstanding

Work on providing
more suitable examples

Talk about sectors
where black money
is dominant

Also less interlinkage
on what problem iit is



Also less interlinkage
on what problem iit is

mention the
causes of
black money,
how black money
is both a legal
and moral problem

Not required

Lack of interlinkage black
money and real estate

Conclude by mentioning
that more than government
regulation it requires behavioral
change and they have to be
made realized that the money
they pay is used in nation building

4.5



What is code of
conduct and what disciplinary
action are taken need
to be mentioned

Mention about
external mechanism

Menion some
example such as
Puja Singhal.
IAS Couple, Noida Authority

Also mention why it
has failed and mention
some reasons



Also mention that
still it helps in
creating dterrence
to some extent though
ineffectively and needs
to be reformed

Also mention ARC
talking about New
Civil service code

Good comprehensive analysis
Work on structure of the answer

can talk about
some current
context where
there has been
a rule passed in Loksabha'
for use of non parliamentary words

4



Good analysis but
dwell on the negative
fallouts of AI and to
neutralize the
negative consequences there
need to be increase in
EI in the leadership

Lack of understanding.
The question is not about
Artificial Intelligence vs
Emotional Intelligence but
how EI mitigate AI



Also talk about
ho to responsibly
tackling the AI
and benefits of increasing
EI in leadership

Make it more
ethically oriented
rather than technology
oriented

Talk about the
concept that it
is difficult to
inculcate morals
in AI but can train
the leadership to
tackle same

4



Good introduction

Good comprehensive ana
lysis of the subject...



Focus on the
fact that this kind
of policy works well
in business led model
where the focus is
profit motive and not
in civil service where focus
is public service
Good

Again missed out
on conclusion

4





Good approach but can
aslo mention in brief the
facts of the case and then
start

Don't mention general issues
in place of ethical dilemmas.
improve upon your understanding
your ethical dilemmas

Also dwell upon social
media behaviour, peace and
behaviour and
accountability of administration

Give brief explanation
of dilemmas, rather focus
on mentioning more
points



Analysis is good
just work upon the structure

Write in this order
Knowing and Understanding
Strategising
Action



Followed the
structure to a much
larger extent

Conclusion can be
forward looking that in
such cases a balance between
legal precedence and moral
uprightness need to be brought
about.
eg- Look into the seriousness of
the post and if violation of
IT Act, 2000

In action stage a;lso focus
on priority order..
first law and order be stored
and then solve the grievance by
filing a complaint and not
FIR

Great justification of
the case studies.
Make it more
targeted and focused

7.5







Good approach but can
aslo mention in brief the
facts of the case and then
start

Good explaination

Good practical
and ground level
steps



Good understanding
of dilemmas in this case...

Written general points
Write means vs end
debate and how honesty
as a core value should be adhered to



Good command over
ethical concept and not
diagressing from the topic



Good coverage of
the 3rd sub part.
Also focus on justification
and talk about about
adherence to ethics in
business and how it
is the duty of every person
to pay taxes which in a way will
solve a large societal crisis of
bringing equality

8





Good approach of mentioning
in brief the
facts of the case and then
start.
Give some facts on water
stress

though the points
are good but are
very micro points.
try to take a macro
approach of
problems and then
classify problems and solution'
under them



Also provide with some
basic explaination
of the solutions

As the question is
asked in ethics question
focus more on
behavioral aspects
such as moral policing etc



Very good content,
presentation and
structure

Good points
but could have been
written along with the
solutions only



No of points are
very less so work on'the content
part and write more points

Do not skip conclusion at
any cost

Do not skip conclusion
even in case studies

8







the analysis is
quite comprehensive but
also try to maintain symmetricity
in no of pros and cons mentioned

Lack of concrete
analysis and points
mentioned are vague and general

Also try to be
symmetrical and
mention at leat 2 pros
and cons in each options
write ethically sound points



Option d
should be the most
appropriate
because one tries
to solve the propblem
at an individual local
level and at last goes to the
highest authority



7.5







Not required
as later you
are going to
write the ehical
issues involved

Write more points
such as social justice,
lack of accountability parameter



Develop an
understamnding of
difference between
dilemmas and issues

Understand the difference
between the ethical dilemmas'and
general dilemmas

Work on forwarding
more prudent options



Not prudent
as how can yopu compell
them as thsi will be
against law

Very general point

Good analysis and
points are also good
but work on prirotisation
of points

Write in tabular form



Provide more
holistic justification

9

Provide with more meaningful
conclusion





Provide with more
points and also brief explaination
for the same

Avoid repetition of
points.
mention the violation
of principles of
natural justice

Good analysis of
the dilemmas



Not required
as later you
have
writen the ehical
issues involved

the structure should be
in this order
Knowing & Understanding
Strategies (Planning)
Action stage



Write some
committee recommendatio,
some SC judgements and
social contract theory here

Good holistic analysis
8.5










